Irregular Plural Nouns Worksheet

Some singular nouns have special irregular forms.
child → children
mouse → mice

Some nouns share the same singular and plural noun forms.
moose → moose
sheep → sheep

There are no rules for these irregular nouns, so they must be memorized.

Read each sentence. Figure out the plural form of the noun in parentheses and write it on the line.

1. Carrie saw a flock of ________________ across the field. (goose)
2. There were too many ________________ in line, so I left. (person)
3. Five ________________ grazed in my backyard. (deer)
4. The farmer shaved the wool of seven ________________. (sheep)
5. Two ________________ helped move the television. (man)
6. The desert is home to many ________________. (cactus)
7. The baseball knocked out several of her ________________. (tooth)
8. We roll two ________________ in the game of Monopoly. (die)
9. Several ________________ swim downriver each spring. (salmon)
10. Three ________________ walked slowly across the road. (elk)
Irregular Plural Nouns

Some singular nouns have special irregular forms.
- child → children
- mouse → mice

Some nouns share the same singular and plural noun forms.
- moose → moose
- sheep → sheep

There are no rules for these irregular nouns, so they must be memorized.

Read each sentence. Figure out the plural form of the noun in parentheses and write it on the line.

1. Carrie saw a flock of geese across the field. (goose)
2. There were too many people in line, so I left. (person)
3. Five deer grazed in my backyard. (deer)
4. The farmer shaved the wool of seven sheep. (sheep)
5. Two men helped move the television. (man)
6. The desert is home to many cacti. (cactus)
7. The baseball knocked out several of her teeth. (tooth)
8. We roll two dice in the game of Monopoly. (die)
9. Several salmon swim downriver each spring. (salmon)
10. Three elk walked slowly across the road. (elk)